1. Statement of results. In the following G is a locally compact Hausdorff group, K a compact subgroup, X = G/K the homogeneous space of left cosets, and C(X) the Banach space of continuous complex valued functions on X which are constant at infinity. (P<)iao denotes a homogeneous process on X. That is, P,: C(X)->C(X) is a strongly continuous one parameter semi-group of positive, constantpreserving linear transformations of C(X) which commute with left translation by elements of G. Stated in other words, (Pi)<ao is a strongly continuous one parameter semi-group on C(X);f5iQ implies P(/2:0; P,l-1 and LgPt^PtL" where L,f-ix)=f(g-1[x]), fEC(X), gEG, xEX.
Pt is represented by a kernel P((x, A), on C(G). Namely, f-tRgf and f-^Lnf. These are defined by
When 77 is an invariant subgroup the automorphism h->ghg~l, gEG, preserves the normalized Haar measure, so that ff(gh)dh = ff(hg)dh and Lh = Rh-Similar computations show that when 77 is invariant Rhk = LhRk. A function fEC(G) is constant on the left cosets of G modulo K if and only if 7?.k/=/. Thus the two spaces RrC(G) and C(X) are isomorphic, and using this isomorphism there is a one-to-one correspondence between homogeneous processes on X and positive, constant-preserving semi-groups (Ptitzo on C(G) which satisfy LtPt = PtLa, gEG; 7?icPt = P¡7?ic»=P(; and which are strongly continuous on C(G) when t>0 and on the subspace RkC(G) at f = 0. We call the latter a 7f-homogeneous process on G.
Because of the homogeneity it suffices to prove (1.1) for a fixed zEX, say for the coset K of G/K. Furthermore, it suffices to prove the limit (1.1) exists and is finite. The positivity of Pt can then be used to show this limit has the form Qz(f) described in the statement of Property II. With these modifications the theorem can be restated.
Restatement of the theorem. // Pt is a K-homogeneous process on G and fERK.C(G) vanishes on a neighborhood of K, then (2.1) t~lPt1-(e) -* a finite limit ast->0.
One further reduction is necessary before proceeding. This is to notice that it suffices to prove the restatement of the theorem when G is o--compact (a countable union of compact sets). To see this let At be a o--compact set in G on which the measure Pt(e, •) is concentrated, and let G' be the subgroup of G generated by some compact neighborhood D of K and the A t, i-rational. G' is closed and <r-compact and contains the support of every Pt(e, •), 12;0, because P¡f-(e) is continuous in f>0. By homogeneity the support of the functional /->P<f-(g), gEG', is also contained in G' and, in fact, Pt(g, A), gEG', A Borel in G', defines a /^-homogeneous process on G' with a unique extension to G. Clearly the limit (2.1) is unaffected by the values of / outside G' and one may as well assume G is o--compact. 3. Proof of the theorem. This theorem has already been proved when X is separable in [l, §3]; so it is sufficient here to reduce the proof to the separable case. The key element in this proof is the following lemma which was suggested to the author by an argument in [2, p. 58].
Lemma. Let G be a locally compact, Hausdorff, a-compact topological group and let fEC(G).
Then there is a compact invariant subgroup N of G such that LNf=f and G/N is separable.
To prove (2.1) from the lemma, simply note that P't =PtLN -LtiPt defines an A7i-homogeneous process on G and that/=Ljy/ = LNRKf=RifKf vanishes on a neighborhood of NK. Since G/NK is separable, the separable version of (2.1) as proved in [l] implies that t-lPtLNf-(e) = t~lPtf-(e) -> a limit as / -> 0.
4. Proof of the lemma, /is constant at infinity and hence uniformly continuous on G. Let Wn be a compact neighborhood of the identity e such that for every gEG, \f(gk) -f(g) \ < i/n when kE W". We shall prove there is a compact invariant subgroup A£fl" Wn such that G/N is separable. Clearly for any such N, Lxf=f.
To show the existence of N let Cn be an increasing sequence of compact sets which cover G and choose F" inductively so that (1) F" is a compact symmetric neighborhood of e.
(2) VlEVn-ir\Wn.
(3) g-1 VngC Fn_i for every gECn. N= H» F" is a compact invariant subgroup of G. If T is the canonical projection G^>G/N, the sets T(Vn) form a basis for the neighborhoods at the identity in G/N because for each open LOA, VnN-U is a decreasing sequence of compact sets with empty intersection and consequently V"N(ZU for some n. Since G/N is a er-compact uniform space with a countable basis for its uniformity it follows that G/TV is separable. Alternatively, G/N is a «r-compact metrizable space and hence separable.
